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Summary
Managers, geoscientists, and new venture team members often need to perform searches for public
Web information to retrieve pertinent information for activities such as new area reconnaissance,
competitive analysis, environmental awareness, or geopolitical understanding. Performing these
searches using standard text keyword searches on public domain search engines can yield nontargeted and irrelevant results. The problem is not lack of information. The problem is finding the
right piece buried in the enormous and expanding digital universe of feeds, documents, and web
pages located both within and outside the organization. For oil and gas exploration organizations,
geography is a primary element of their work and their information taxonomies. A web-based service
that offers a simple and efficient way to discover Web based energy-related intelligence can
supplement the data generally used to make critical business decisions.

Figure1: Potential cost of inadequate search techniques
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Introduction
Traditional search engines fail at these tasks because they have no or limited capabilities to identify
geographic locations. They can’t find documents that pertain to, for instance, Australia, British
Columbia, or Venezuela because those exact words may not appear in them. Instead, a relevant
document may refer only to a region in Australia or a city in British Columbia. Technology is now
available to map documents to geography. Through Natural Language Processing, geographic
entities can be identified (whether they be oil wells, fields, basins, or lease blocks) within documents
and assigned geographic coordinates. The content of more than 3,000 sites of industry targeted
information in a Petroleum-specific index can serve as a critical resource for energy industry
researchers and analysts. The value of the index is that it enables users to search industry-specific
content in a manner that is geographically-relevant to their interests and needs.
Theory and/or Method
The solution requires a comprehensive geographic text search solution that enables users to rapidly
locate high relevance documents by combining text search with geographic and temporal factors,
and a production-level geographic entity extractor that parses documents and identifies geographic
references within the content. The geographic references are assigned latitude and longitude
coordinates and country code tags in an XML file, which may be used as metadata and for
processing by third-party systems. An index of Web sites that have been identified as containing
content relevant to the energy industry is searchable using map-based Web interfaces. The index
can be centrally hosted and easily accessed via aggregated-search features. The source Web sites
include those belonging to many organizations in a variety of categories, including:
-

Energy companies

-

Energy industry associations and trade groups

-

Market analysis and business intelligence companies

-

Energy industry news sites

-

Industry suppliers and services companies

-

Energy data vendors

-

Consulting companies

-

Universities and colleges

-

Government agencies

The content sources are continuously updated, and results utilize Geographic Data Modules
(GDMs) to identify and locate geographic references. Each GDM contains large datasets of
placenames, along with their latitude and longitude, additional datasets, and Natural Language
Processing logic. The base GDM contains millions of placenames and other forms of geographic
notation. An Energy GDM contains industry-specific taxonomies, such as basins, field names, and
operating areas.
Examples
Search queries executed against the indexed datastore will produce results identical in form to other
similar web-based queries. When these collections are searched simultaneously with internal
collections, the results will be combined with the results from those other collections in order of
relevance. Users that rely on the standard graphical user interfaces (GUIs) will receive a list of
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relevant search results. Each result will include an excerpt from the identified source document or
Web site, a GeoConfidence score, a query relevance score and a hyperlink to the source content.
Users will also be presented a map showing the geographic region to which the search results
relate. Overlaid on the map will be one or more icons, each of which is located at a place that is
referred to in one or more of the sources referred to in the search results. At times, results may be
provided to sources that require a simple registration or possibly even a paid subscription for
copyrighted or commercial data. It then becomes the sole responsibility of users to arrange for
access to the sources. The system identifies implied and explicit references to geographic locations
within documents, assigns latitude/longitude coordinates to the references, indexes the document,
and then enables a search for indexed documents through Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). A webbased interface or ESRI ArcMap interface can be used.

Figure2: Web-based user interface

Results from a search query appear as icons on a digital map and in a results list. The location of
each document icon coincides with the geographic locations mentioned within the document. If a
user wants to find all documents relative to a geographic area – a country, city, LAT/LON pair or
U.S. street address – the system renders a map appropriately speckled with icons representing
every document that includes text pertaining to the identified location. By clicking on a document
icon, a user gains direct access to the original document. The Web GUI is designed to be an easy to
use interface to select the geographic region and keywords used for document searching and to
navigate the results both visually on a map and as a list of results with summaries. The GUI is
divided up into distinct sections. These sections include the location finder, geographic search filter,
document query box, time filter and search results.
The location finder section allows a user to enter the name of a location and set the initial scope of
the geographic search filter. Often there are multiple possible locations for a geographic name and
the location finder displays the options for user selection. The geographic search filter displays the
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geographic extent in the form of a map, that bounds the search. This section also allows the user to
fine tune the geographic extent by adjusting the scale and zoom level. The document query section
contains the query box, where users enter the keyword(s) and optional search operators to be used
in the final query. The time filter section is within the document query section and supports the ability
to enter date and time information to create a temporal bound for search results.
Conclusions
A unique geographic text search solution provides organizations with a powerful new way to identify
geographically relevant information in an efficient and timely manner. This can eliminate hours and
days of manual effort tagging geographic references in documents, or searching for material in
disparate computing systems that may or may not be ultimately relevant. Instead, analysts can find
information that matters.
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